The analysis of hybridization and gene flow among closely related taxa is a 13 common goal for researchers studying speciation and phylogeography in natural 14 populations. Many methods for hybridization detection use simple site pattern 15 frequencies from observed genomic data and compare them to null models that predict 16 an absence of gene flow. The theory underlying the detection of hybridization using 17 these site pattern probabilities exploits the relationship between the coalescent process 18 for gene trees within population trees and the process of mutation along the branches of 19 the gene trees. For certain models, site patterns are predicted to occur in equal frequency 20 (i.e., their difference is 0), producing a set of functions called phylogenetic invariants. In 21 this paper we introduce HyDe, a software package for detecting hybridization using 22 phylogenetic invariants arising under the coalescent model with hybridization. HyDe is 23 written using a combination of C++ and Python, and can be used interactively in Python 24 or through the command line using pre-packaged scripts. We demonstrate the use of 25 HyDe on simulated data, as well as on two empirical data sets from the literature. We 26 focus in particular on identifying individual hybrids within population samples and on 27 distinguishing between hybrid speciation and gene flow. HyDe is freely available as an 28 open source Python package under the GNU GPL v3 on both GitHub 29 (https://github.com/pblischak/HyDe) and the Python Package Index (PyPI: 30 https://pypi.python.org/pypi/phyde). 31 (
sampled individual within each population, we can describe a probability distribution 91 on the possible site patterns observed at the tips of the gene trees: 92 p ijkl = P(O = i, P1 = j, Hyb = k, P2 = l), with i, j, k, l ∈ {A, G, C, T}. Using nucleotide 93 sequence data, we can also estimate these probabilities using the observed site patterns 94 to getp ijkl = X ijkl S , where S is the total number of observed sites and X ijkl is the number 95 of times that site pattern ijkl was observed. 96 These site pattern probabilities form the basis of the test for hybridization that is 
In this case, the expected value of D is 0, indicating that the p ijji and p ijij are expected to 101 occur in equal frequency (i.e., they are invariant). Because these site patterns contain 102 information about the topology of the underlying population tree, they are called four diploid individuals in a putative hybrid and only two of them are 50:50 hybrids (γ 144 = 0.5 for each), then the value of gamma for the whole population will be γ = 0.25.
145
When we resample individuals with replacement and recalculate γ, we will get different 146 values depending on how many times the hybrids are resampled (0 times: γ = 0.0; 1 147 time: γ = 0.125; 2 times: γ = 0.25; 3 times: γ = 0.375; 4 times: γ = 0.5). Because the 148 process of hybridization is not uniform, the value of γ jumps between different values.
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This can also be visualized by plotting the distribution of γ across the bootstrap the estimated value ofγ for the triple (sp1, sp2, sp3) using the following code: 240 results("Gamma", "sp1", "sp2", "sp3").
241
• Bootstrap: The Bootstrap class is similar to the HydeResult class except that it has Results.-Testing for hybridization at the population level using the run hyde.py script produced a test statistic indicating that there was significant admixture in the sp2 282 population regardless of the number of sites simulated (Table 1) . The estimated values of 283γ for these tests were close to 0.9, which is inconsistent with the data that we simulated.
284
The value of γ that we would expect is 0.1. However, because this is an explicit violation 285 of the coalescent model with hybridization, the formula for estimation of γ is no longer 286 valid.
287
If we didn't already know that not all of the individuals were hybrids, we would 288 mistakenly infer that the sp2 population has ∼90% of its genetic material introgressed 289 from population sp3. However, when we test each individual using the 290 individual hyde.py script, we correctly infer that only one of the individuals is admixed 291 (individual 'i10',γ ≈ 0.5) and that the rest of the individuals are not hybrids. Bootstrap
292
resampling of the individuals in population sp2 also indicates that hybridization is not 293 uniform. Figure 2 shows using the run hyde.py script. We then conducted bootstrapping (500 replicates) of the H. # test for hybridization in the "sp2" population res1 = data. test_triple("sp1", "sp2", "sp3") # test all individuals in the "sp2" population res2 = data.test_individuals("sp1", "sp2", "sp3") # bootstrap individuals in the "sp2" population 200 times res3 = data.bootstrap_triple("sp1", "sp2", "sp3", 200) Table 1 : Results of the population-level hybridization detection analyses for the non-uniform hybridization simulation using the run hyde.py script.
# sites Z-score P-valueγ 100 000
3.798 7.310 × 10 −5 0.908 250 000 5.897 1.854 × 10 −9 0.913 500 000 9.821 ∼0.0 0.897 Table 2 : Results of the individual-level hybridization detection analyses for the non-uniform hybridization simulation using the individual hyde.py script. Individual 'i10' was the only hybrid in the population and was simulated with γ = 0.5. 100 000 250 000 500 000 Individual Z-score P-valueγ Z-score P-valueγ Z-score P-valueγ 
